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2 Billion Under 20: How Millennials Are Breaking Down Age Barriers and Changing the World 
By: Ferreira, Stacey and Jared Kleinert 
HF5386 .A13 2015 
 
Review from: Booklist    July 01, 2015 

Young technology entrepreneurs Ferreira and Kleinert offer essays by 75 young trailblazers, among the two-billion people in 
the world under 20, after spending the last four years working on their own endeavors and meeting the book's contributors. 
Millennials under 20 represent nearly one-third of the global population and will determine the world's future, from eradication 
of diseases to protection of the environment. Those featured in the book are mostly self-taught in their areas of innovation, 
which include programming, designing, writing, music, medicine, and athletics. They are young adults around the world, 
breaking barriers of race, class, gender, and certainly, age… 

 
Drugs That Changed the World: How Therapeutic Agents Shaped Our Lives 
By: Sherman, Irwin W.        
RM300 .S53 2017 eBook 
 
Review from: Choice   November 01, 2017  
Sherman has written a sweeping history of therapeutic agents. His narrative begins with the European discovery of the 
antimalarial quinine in the 16th century and ends with the development of HIV treatments and immunosuppressive drugs to 
prevent tissue rejection during the late 20th century. Sherman focuses on a series of milestones in disease prevention, including 
natural remedies, inorganic chemotherapies, antibiotics, vaccines, and modern synthetic drugs. The overarching theme of the 
book is biomedical progress leading to the successful conquest of disease, although the author also briefly discusses "the 
thalidomide tragedy" and other missteps in drug research. The book is written for general readers rather than professional 
historians of medicine… 
 

Building a Better Teacher: How Teaching Works (And How to Teach It to Everyone)  
By: Green, Elizabeth 
LB1025.3 .G736 2015 
 
Review from: Choice   June 01, 2015 
Green, provides narratives of accountability and autonomy in this book about how to become a better teacher. Incorporating 
new research from cognitive psychologists and education specialists, Green transforms--in ten chapters--the "teacher quality" 
debate into a deeper understanding of how teaching really works. The first chapter, "Founding Fathers," begins with a summary 
of the research of Nathaniel Gage and the simple assertion that after 40 years of research on teaching effectiveness, the elite 
field of education researchers is still ignoring teaching and the importance of improving teacher-education programs. In chapter 
2, Green draws upon interviews with Magdalene Lampert and Deborah Ball, both of whom provide evidence that a different 
kind of teaching is possible… 
 

Cyberbullying and the Wild, Wild Web: What Everyone Needs to Know 
By: Hitchcock, J. A.  
HV6773.15.C92 H58 2017 eBook  
 
Review from: Booklist   December 15, 2016 

This book will be a useful resource for anyone who wants to know how to deal with cyberbullying. Chock-full of examples of 
what cyberbullying is each chapter opens with the story of a victim the narrative's greatest value is the well-informed and 
practical advice it offers about how to handle cyberbullies and what parents can do if their child is the one doing the bullying. 
The author also provides insightful analysis of what makes cyberbullying different and why it can be more harmful than other 
forms of bullying. The work concludes with a comprehensive list of resources and support organizations available to those who 
need them. Parents will appreciate the guidance… 
 

Great Principles of Computing  
By: Denning, Peter J., Craig H. Martell and Vint Cerf 
QA76 .D3483 2015 
 
Review from: Choice   September 01, 2015 
Denning and Martell present a framework for the nature and scope of computing by setting out six great principles 
(computation, coordination, communication, recollection, evaluation, and design) that encompass all manifestations of 
computing. Twelve chapters illustrate the six categories in various ways. For example, though there is a specific chapter titled 
"Computation," the chapters "Parallelism" and "Queuing" also deal with computation, as well as topics related to coordination 
and communication. The work reflects Denning's multifaceted areas of expertise, but Denning does not claim it is encyclopedic. 
Still, it is an extremely valuable resource for active or potential researchers and academics across computing fields… 
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From Anesthesia to X-Rays: Innovations That Changed Medicine Forever 
By: Fabbri, Christiane Nockels    
R702 .N63 2017 eBook 
 
Review from: Booklist   May 01, 2017 
This book highlights 50 scientific innovations and discoveries from 1796 to 2007, with an emphasis on the last 100 years, that 
had a transformational effect on the field of medicine. The categories of innovation are broken down into four main areas: 
Procedures and Devices, Tests and Tools, Medications and Vaccines, and Other Important Discoveries. For each topic, there is 
a standard framework, including what, where, when, by whom, and the importance, followed by an essay. Each essay provides 
a concise yet thorough introduction of each topic, including contextual medical information that is foundational to the 
understanding of the subject matter. Additionally, this work applies a holistic approach that reaches beyond the implications 
for medicine and explores a more diverse way of understanding the innovation. Recognition is given to the dynamic nature of 
innovation with the exploration of related social contexts, political considerations, economic implications, and much more. The 
author uses writing that is easily accessible, translating medical and scientific content into a user-friendly volume for the 
layman. 
 

The Lean Farm: How to Minimize Waste, Increase Efficiency, and Maximize Value and Profits with Less Work 
By: Hartman, Ben    
S561 .H245 2015    
 
Review from: Choice   September 01, 2015 
The concept of lean manufacturing originally began during the 1980s in Japanese auto factories, such as those owned by Toyota, 
and it embraces a work ethic of eliminating as much waste as possible to give consumers the best value for their purchase. 
Using his own Clay Bottom Farm in Indiana as a proving ground, Hartman adapted this lean philosophy to support a thriving 
business, growing and selling enough specialty produce to support himself and his wife by harvesting only a single acre of land. 
In this lucidly written, well-organized guidebook, Hartman lays out the fundamentals of lean farming for any grower hoping to 
follow his example, from limiting materials and transportation needs to more efficiently using staff member talents… 
 

The Radium Girls: The Dark Story of America's Shining Women 
By: Moore, Kate 
HD6067.2.U6 M66 2017 eBook  
  
Review from: Library Journal   July 01, 2017 
In the early decades of the 20th century, young women in Orange, NJ, and Ottawa, IL, found well-paying jobs painting watches 
and dials with a luminous substance made from radium. The detailed nature of the painting required that the girls twirl the 
bushes in their mouth to form a precisely pointed tip. Though many people believed that radium was a miracle cure for various 
ailments, the reality was that the radio-active radium was poisoning the girls. Their teeth fell out, their jaws rotted away, they 
developed crippling ailments, and died. Moore presents a powerful narrative of the girls' illnesses and their legal struggles to 
seek compensation from employers who knowingly hid data on radiation sickness. Through personal diaries and letters, 
newspapers, and court records, Moore's text is riveting…  

 
Information Now: A Graphic Guide to Student Research 
By: Upson, Matt, Michael C. Hall and Kevin Cannon 
ZA3075 .U67 2015  
 
Review from: Voice of Youth Advocates  April 01, 2016 
With smartphones granting a large percentage of the population the ability to search for anything, "google" has become a 
frequently used verb for many people. If an article does not make the first page of Google results, it might as well not be there. 
A website's worth is often judged by popularity instead of by quality and credibility. These routines have become commonplace 
in 21st-century culture, resulting in an increased need for informational literacy. Information Now focuses on the research 
process as a whole. Readers learn the foundation of library and web systems, while being exposed to specific skills often 
overlooked in today's world of thoughtlessly "googling" this and that. Information Now brilliantly takes advantage of the graphic 
novel structure in order to bring informational literacy to life… 
 

The Power and Independence of the Federal Reserve   
By: Conti-Brown, Peter 
HG2563 .C596 2016 eBook  
 
Review from: Choice   August 01, 2016 
Conti-Brown (Univ. of Pennsylvania) is a lawyer and a financial historian. The diversity and depth of his education is evident as 
he makes the case for substantial reforms of the Federal Reserve. Beginning with its founding, he carefully walks readers 
through the changes to the practice and structure of the Federal Reserve system. In doing so, he has not only a historian's eye 
for important facts and details but also a lawyer's perspective on administrative law and power relationships. This is one of 
those books many readers will find illuminating even while disagreeing vehemently with one or two items… 
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